Double Trouble

Intro: The prison system is a microcosm of the solar system, wherein prison-planets contain stem cells that entities (Dark Energy) is confined in, but when entities are confined in both stem cells and steel cells, then it is in double trouble.

Body: Sinner is the stigma that is attached to every prisoner that is confined in stem cells, and even more stigmas are attached to prisoners that are in double trouble, which is judgmental, but that's not important. Before I dive into the issues of incarceration, I would like to point out that the universal purpose for incarceration is separation. But differently, just as there are laws in this physical universe, there are also laws in the Antiphysical Universe, and when an entity violates those laws, then it gets separated to maintain the harmony and unity enjoyed in the Antiphysical Universe. At the outset, I stated that "the prison system is a microcosm of the solar system," therefore, our purpose is to reverse the judgment that initiated our confinement in stem cells, and I personally view steel cells as a replica of the stem cells that everyone is confined in.

Now that there is no dichotomy that puts us in different boats, I would like to discuss the link between our condition and our cognition. Everyone must understand that it is problematic for entities to succumb to materialism, because forming mental attachments to destructible objects conflicts with our indestructible essence. For this reason, many of us are subjected to painful conditions of confinement, when we are confined in a corpus, because corporeal cells were designed to subject fallen entities to punitive conditions of confinement for penological reasons.
In regard to rights, judicial decisions, such as Egbert v. Boule, 142 S. Ct. 1793 (2012), made Bivens remedies unavailable to redress excessive force being applied to prisoners, so there is no longer any accountability for prison officials who apply excessive force to prisoners. In a macro-context, universal mandates have enabled entities that are confined in the invisible dimensions of this prison-planet, to inflict pain on the prisoners in organic confinement, by way of various methods.

Conclusion: As a result, law is misinterpreted, misapplied, and selectively applied in this physical dimension, so the only solution is to revert to incorporeal incarceration in a prison-planet, and then work our way back to the Anti-physical Universe, because we all are in double trouble.